Abstract: Crystal-chemical characterization of 281 gamets, representative of most geologic environments, has allowed distortion of the X, Y and Z polyhedra to be examined as a function of chemical composition, allowing us to understand the reasons for compositional preferences in nature. Pyralspites [with E(Mg,Fe,Mn) as the dom inant X cationsl and ugrandites (with Ca as the dominant X-cation) are separated by a significant compositional gap (1.5 to 2.1 Ca apfu). The existence and width of this gap have been explained on the basis of two different configurations for the X and Y polyhedra, corresponding to mainly ionic and mainly covalent bonding schemes, respectively. In the former configuration, occurring in pyralspitic gamets, the shared X-X and X-Y edges are shorter than the unshared ones; in the latter configuration, occurring in ugrandites, the opposite situation is present.
Introduction
Merli et al. (1995) have shown how the unit cell edge and the fractional atomic coordinates of the oxygen in the gamet structure change as a function of the composition of X,Y and Z sites. It was shown that the oxygen coordinates follow three well-defined trends which correspond to 001:10.1127/ejm/7/6/1299 substitutions occurring at the X, Y and Z sites. Structure-refinements of a large number of sampIes covering as much as possible the com positional range of gamet should allow us to un ravel the contribution of each isomorphous spe eies to the geometrie changes of the structure (i.e., to the variations of the unit-cell edge and of the x,y,z fractional coordinates of the oxygen 0935-1221/95/0007 -1299 $ 3.50
